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“The familiar look and feel of 
motion picture film are here.”

— GEORGE LUCAS

If you want to see a movie pro get 

excited, ask George Lucas, Chuck

Barbee, or Mike Figgis about Sony 

Digital Electronic Cinematography.

Each is using Sony tools to explore

new creative possibilities. 

“Star Wars: Episode II is our last giant

step toward Digital Cinema,” says

George Lucas, describing his decision

to shoot principal photography

wi th  Panavision-modified Sony

HDCAM® 24P camcorders. “The

famil iar look and feel of motion

picture f i lm are present  in  th is

digital 24P system. And the picture

quality between the two is i ndistin-

guishable on the large screen.”

Warm Blooded Killers is a dark

comedy shot on Digital Betacam®

tape and printed to 35mm. 

“I truly believe digital is the 

future,” says Chuck Barbee, the

director of photography. “The

whole process was surprisingly

good. And compared to film, raw

tape stock costs next to noth-

ing. This really lowers the cost 

of getting i t  in  the  can,  wh ich

means that  more  pro jects

can get  made.”

Mike Figgis challenges our most

basic conventions of narrative in

Timecode, the movie that follows

four s imultaneous storylines in

four unbroken 93-minute takes. The

production demonstrates the quality 

(not  to ment ion the recording

time) of Sony DVCAM acquisition.

S a y s  F i g g i s ,  “There 's  no  way  

we could have done th is  w i t h

traditional techniques.” 

Can Sony Digital Electronic

Cinematography really be all that

they say? Some of the proof is

already on display at a theater

near you.

1-800-472-SONY ext. DCH
www.sony.com/professional
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We shot Star Wars: Episode II 

in 61 days in 5 countries in the 

rain and desert heat averaging 

36 setups per day without a 

single camera problem. We have

found the picture quality of the 

24P Digital HD system to be 

indistinguishable from film.

DVW-790WS Digital 
Betacam® camcorder.

The gold standard 
in Widescreen 

Standard Definition.

DSR-500WS DVCAM camcorder.  
Affordable, light and 

fast on its feet. 

HDW-F900 HDCAM 24P CineAlta™
High Definition camcorder.

The digital movie camera.*

– George Lucas and 
Rick McCallum
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Maximize Your Camera’s Performance.

From Motion Pictures To Television,

Canon Gets High Ratings.

Photo taken on the set of Earth: Final Conflict, a series
that switched from film to digital cinematography.

From the newest Hollywood
productions, to television’s Earth: Final

Conflict, Canon’s HD-EC lenses have
become the standard for digital

cinematography. Directors agree that
shooting with HD-EC lenses, which have

been optimized for EC cameras, offers
remarkable

imagery. And
those who

hesitate
because

“it’s video”
are amazed

when they
see the results.

The ideal companion for 24fps and
other B-4 mounted cameras, Canon’s

HJ9X5.5B KLL-SC (5.5-50mm T2.3 macro
zoom) and HJ18X7.8B KLL-SC (7.8-

144mm T2.5 macro zoom) are the HD-
EC lenses cinematographers request.

These two film-style lenses,

introduced to compliment the line
of prime lenses, incorporate Canon’s
award-winning optics and years of
experience with film and video lenses.

These include zoom, focus and iris
rings engraved with large luminous

scales and T-stop
measurements.
Distance scales
are marked
from the CCD
plane. The 0.8
modulus gears

on the zoom,
focus and iris ring

provide compatibility
with studio follow focus rigs, manual
fluid zoom drives and motorized
control systems. 

For digital cinematography at its
highest level, take a look into
Canon’s HD-EC lenses.

HJ18X7.8B KLL-SCHJ18X7.8B KLL-SC HJ9X5.5B KLL-SCHJ9X5.5B KLL-SC

Cinematographers Get Behind Canon’s HD-EC Lenses.
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Galanty and APS Pioneer 24P HD in
Local Spot Production

Perhaps starting a trend, Galanty Productions in Los Ange-
les recently completed the post at APS in Los Angeles on one of
the first local political commercials ever produced entirely in
24P HD. The spot was for Mike Feuer, running for L.A. City
Attorney.  Executive Producer Mark Galanty said: “We chose to
produce and post this spot in 24P HD for three reasons: time,
cost and quality.”

I.E.C.F. Award Goes to US Producer.
John Johns won the Astrolabium Award For Commercial

Advertisements at the International Electronic Cinema Festival
just held in Chiba, Japan. The package of spots that won the
international competition were image pieces for Corpus Christi
Medical Center. Steve Franco of Video Post and Transfer added
his commercial expertise in the tape-to-tape transfer on the Spirit.
Tim Werner of HD Vision edited the HD master and handled
final color correction.

Jonas Jensen Lands N’SYNC
Jonas Jensen Studios, of Seattle, finalized a contract with

InTheatre Entertainment to shoot, in High Definition, JIVE re-
cording artists N’SYNC in concert on June 8 in Cincinnati, Ohio.
The concert will be recorded using the Progressive HD Mobile
unit with 15 Ikegami 720P-KDK790 cameras and 12 Panasonic
D5 High Definition video recorders. The concert will be recorded
and cut live with the unit’s Snell & Wilcox HD switcher.

Iwerks Entertainment Uses HD in
DAYTON USA Ride

Iwerks Entertainment Inc., a leading provider of special
venue theaters, announced the completion of the HD editing for
an Iwerks TurboRide simulation theater for DAYTONA USA,
the award-winning, official attraction of NASCAR at Daytona
International Speedway in Daytona Beach, Florida. The 32-seat,
high-tech theater will feature the Iwerks TurboRide( 8-Seat Elec-
tric Motion Base, state-of-the-art High Definition video projection,
and an action-packed, four minute film, Daytona Dream Laps,

which was shot on location at the Daytona 500 racetrack and
edited at American Production Services in Los Angeles. The at-
traction opens in July, 2001.

Swimming Upstream Premiers
The award winning feature film, Swimming Upstream held

its world premier on May 20th in Newport, Rhode Island at
Jane Pickens Theater.  Based on a novel by author Don Robertson,
with a screenplay by the movie’s director, Robert J. Emery, the
film is a coming-of-age drama that takes place in the small New
England town of Bristol, Rhode Island. The movie recently was
awarded the 2001 Sapphire Halo Award for “Best Dramatic Fea-
ture Film” at the Angel City Film Festival in Los Angeles. Industry
sponsors of the premier included Sony, Dolby and Fletcher Video
of Chicago.

The Man Who Killed the Easter Bunny
Larry Zetlin commenced production on a wildlife HD film

about bilbies, an almost extinct, little known, Australian burrow-
ing marsupial, with cute bunny-like ears.  The documentary, called
The Men Who Killed the Easter Bunny is produced totally in HDTV
using a Sony HDCAM HDW-900 and is probably the first Aus-
tralian HD wildlife documentary to be produced.

HDTV for In-Flight Entertainment
“Coffee, tea or HDTV?”  That’s what officials at 2netFX and

Avolo believe flight attendants will be asking airline passengers
in the very near future.  At NAB the companies demonstrated
their cooperative efforts to bring live-HDTV broadcasts to air-
line passengers as they soar high above the terra firma.

BTN Broadcasts in HD
Broadway Television Network (BTN) showed it’s latest pay-

per-view event from New York, Jekyll and Hyde: The Musical,
starring David Hasselhoff in HD.

BTN has plans for three more (un-named) Broadway shows
to get a digital cinema outing.  The company has previously only
supplied shows to PPV cable and satellite operators for house-
hold consumption, and has revised prices downwards following
disappointing buy rates for the first shows.  The average price
for the digital cinema screening is $19.95.

Fujinon HD Lenses and Noah’s Flood
Given the somewhat impossible task of Searching for Noah’s

Flood, noted Director of Photography Foster Wiley of Wiley Dowd
Productions, based in Washington, D.C., took along Fujinon High
Definition lenses on a Panasonic AJ-HDC20A HD camcorder.

Searching for Noah’s Flood is a National Geographic special
to air this summer on PBS that chronicles the search for parallels
between the well know biblical flood and evidence of a cata-
strophic flood in the Black Sea in Turkey in 5600 B.C.

Chicagoans Complete Microbudget
HDTV Movie

Inside-Out and Backwards, a microbudget High Definition
feature was recently completed. Filmed entirely in Chicago, Inside-

Out and Backwards features a cast of 36 Chicago based actors
and improvisers.  The leads in Inside-Out and Backwards are
played by Jennifer Ohlinger, Issac Alexander and Gus Richter.
Marisa Cohen and Issac Alexander share credit as writer,
producer and director of the film.

Santa Fe Workshop in Chicago
A special 3-Day Santa Fe Workshop on HD Production was

held in Chicago at Essanay Studios & Fletcher Chicago - June
23, 24 & 25.  Instructors included: Jeff Cree, CR Caillouet, Rob
Draper, ASC, Bill Fleming, Julia Mintz, Michael Spondnik, SOC.

HD Vision produces two shows for
Texas A & M

Texas A & M, the nation’s fifth largest university, commis-
sioned HD Vision, Inc. of Irving, Texas to produce two High
Definition presentations for the institutions Les Appelt Aggieland
Visitor Center. The productions feature various aspects of the
44,000-student campus and surrounding communities. All im-
ages for the productions were captured using Sony HDC-700A
cameras with Canon 9x1 and 18x1 lenses.
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Pauly Shore, Mark Goldstein and Jaime Bergman of Son of the Beach
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A
nyone who has seen his comedic antics on
MTV’s Totally Pauly show, in zany feature
films like Encino Man (1992) and Son In
Law (1993), or last year’s satire The Bogus

Witch Project, might not think of Pauly Shore as a prime
innovator in High Definition independent theatrical films.
But now the quiet spoken mop head has taken his own
life experiences and used them as the basis for an indie
feature he has just completed shooting in HDCAM, You’ll
Never Wiez in This Town Again.

The plot plays off the legendary curse thrown at down-
and-out actors as well as Shore’s own scatological catch
phrase “wiez” (pronounced “weez” as in “weasel”, his nick-
name on MTV) in a story that has Shore, playing himself,
fake his own death to harvest a career boost from the
resultant publicity. Needless to say, the ploy corkscrews
into numerous unintended consequences, but along the
way Shore’s escapades are spurred on by over 35 guest
cameo appearances ranging from the likes of Whoopi
Goldberg, Jerry Springer, Heidi Fleiss, Tommy Lee, Carrot
Top, and even Sean Penn. Recruiting this level of volunteer
contributions is indicative of the energy Shore poured into
writing, producing and directing his first feature film in
High Definition.

“We started in September and shot pretty continu-
ously until November,” Shore says. “This was a project
that just continued to gnaw at me, so I finally got some
friends together and went for it.”

Shore had previously produced a documentary called
Spooge shot in 16mm and DV video that was debuted at
last November’s New York Comedy Film Festival. But his
decision to go with HDCAM for his feature film You’ll Never

Pauly Shore in High Definition
by Jay Ankeney

Wiez... was in part prompted by the way its savings could
expand their production budget. “As a comedic actor I like
to do multiple takes and improvise on the set,” he tells us.
“But when you shoot 35mm film you just can’t afford to
do that as much. And my Director of Photography, Brian
Pratt, always had an HD monitor with him so we could
evaluate each take immediately in High Definition
playback.”

As owner of Pacific Coast Productions, Director of
Photography Brian Pratt has been enthusiastic about elec-
tronic cinema production ever since he purchased his first
Digital Betacam camera. “We started shooting DigiBeta back
on September 6th, but as soon as Pauly saw a demonstra-
tion of HDCAM transferred to film he was sold on its
quality,” Pratt says. “He trusted me that we could make this Continued on next page…

new technology work to our advantage.”
Pratt wanted to purchase the new 1080/24P version

of Sony’s HDCAM camera, the HDW-F900, for himself to
help amortize the cost of this low budget production and
because he recognized how closely its 24 fps, progressive
recording could emulate the look of film. But at the time
the HDW-F900 cameras were so new that even Band Pro
in Burbank, CA could not get their hands on one to sell
him. With no alternative, they began shooting with a loaner
of the 30 fps, interlaced version model of the camera, the
HDW-700A, until Sony could deliver a new HDW-F900
for him to keep.

Shooting in the High Definition format, Pratt learned
that he had to be very critical with its lighting. “It is not as
forgiving as film when it comes to planning your color
intensity and contrast ratios,” he tells us. “For example, if
you are daylight correcting with tungsten light, the HDCAM
handles the colors very true so we had to keep an eye on
our monitor to make sure everything stayed as consistent
as possible.”

Even when the more sophisticated HDW-F900 ar-
rived, Pratt did not change his shooting approach. “Since
we had already shot 3/4 of the film in 1080/30i by the
time the 24P HDW-F900 arrived,” Pratt explains, “we de-
cided to finish principal photography by using the
HDW-F900 in its selectable 30 fps interlaced mode. We
felt that with an eye toward post production, it was better
to maintain a consistent frame rate.”

Pratt also found that the HDW-F900 camera is rated
at 500 ASA while the HDW-700A is closer to 320 ASA.

“It’s a great camera, and the
images have really held up in
transfer both to Betacam and
film. A lot of my clients who
used to shoot film, especially
16mm, are now asking me to use
my HDW-F900.”

– Brian Pratt
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This effectively bought him an additional F-stop which
gave him greater flexibility in his lighting. Since the Fujinon
prime lenses that he wanted to put on the camera were
not yet ready for the HDW-F900, he opted to use two
Fujinon zoom lenses, 20 X 7.5 for the main shooting and
the 10 X 5 for wider angles. “It’s a great camera,” he says,
“and the images have really held up in transfer both to
Betacam and film. A lot of my clients who used to shoot
film, especially 16mm, are now asking me to use my
HDW-F900.”

Due to scheduling conflicts, Pratt had to call in two
other DP’s, Scott Marshall and Sebastian Jungwirth stepped

in when he wasn’t available. Overall, he very much en-
joyed the experience. “I felt Pauly was a great director,”
Pratt says, “and thanks to his understanding of comedy
and also all the people who came out to fill out our crew,
this production came out even better than we expected.”

The co-producer of You’ll Never Wiez in This Town
Again along with Pauly Shore was Dean Gelber of Land-
ing Patch Productions. Gelber had worked on several of
the comedian’s previous movies and TV shows but this
was his first High Definition project. “The images I saw at
American Production Services in Los Angeles while they
were being transferred to letterboxed Betacam for editing

Continued on page 10…

HD

Earl Brown of There’s Something About Mary

were just beautiful,” Gelber recalls. “I’ve used just about
every video format there is, but I’ll want to stay in High
Definition in the future whenever possible. Of course, we
will wait until we have signed a distribution deal before
we undertake the expense of transferring the HDCAM
video to film for theatrical release.”

The offline cut was supervised by Post Producer Don
Jamieson at editor Miles Barken’s Outsider Productions
in New York city. One advantage of the fact that DP Pratt
had decided to stay in the 1080/30i realm was that Barken
was able to offline the film using a standard 30 fps Avid
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“My hope is that my film will
inspire others to adopt high
definition film production.”

– Pauly Shore

Pauly Shore and Kirk Fox

Media Composer. “Despite the fact this project originated
in high definition, we basically edited it like any other video
production,” Barken recalls. “Even the 16 X 9 aspect ratio
of HDCAM didn’t make us rethink the process.”

Director Shore wants his fans to understand that You’ll
Never Wiez in This Town Again is not a typical light and
wacky Pauly Shore movie. “This is more heady, more per-

sonal,” he explains. “People need to know that with the
plot springboard of faking my own death, this is more of a
dark comedy.  I’d say 25% is true with 75% created for the
film. After all, we had the ghost of the late comedian Sam
Kinison give me the idea for the premature funeral in a
dream sequence, so how real can that be?”

But he does believe shooting independent features in

high definition format such as HDCAM will be the way of
the future. “Hopefully if we can be successful, even the
bigger films with studio budgets will realize this medium
looks at least the same as, if not better than, celluloid,”
Shore says. “My hope is that my film will inspire others to
adopt high definition film production.” ◆

HD
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SIM VIDEO, TORONTO 416.979.9958
Info@simvideo.ca • www.simvideo.com

SIM VIDEO WEST, VANCOUVER 604.983.5258
SIM VIDEO, LOS ANGELES 323.960.4734

Visit Sim Video’s website 
to see the most comprehensive 

inventory of HD cameras in 
North America.

Now offering...

Sony HDW F900 24P
High Definition Camcorders

Sony HDW 700A
High Definition Camcorders

Sony DVW 790 
(Switchable 16:9/4:3) Wide Screen 
PAL & NTSC Digital Camcorders

Sony DVW 700 
Switchable NTSC Digital Camcorders

Call Sim Video to discuss 
your HDTV options.

• Professional video & audio rentals
• Avid on or off premises rentals

SHOOT FOR THE FUTURE...NOW!SHOOT FOR THE FUTURE...NOW!
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“HD opens up the latitudes of creativity tremendously, at a reduced cost. You’re able to see
different color timings, special opticals, and visual effects instantaneously in the edit bay.”

– Peter Ware

HD

Jeffrey Wright portrays Martin Luther King
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A
merican Production Services recently com-
pleted the 24P HD post-production of HBO
Films’ Boycott, a groundbreaking and his-
torically faithful re-creation of the birth of the

Civil Rights Movement.
Boycott takes viewers back to 1950’s Montgomery,

Alabama to witness the events that led to the Supreme
Court’s decision that Alabama’s bus laws were unconsti-
tutional.  Boycott, which aired on HBO between February
24 and March 29, 2001, was filmed primarily in 35mm
and edited in standard definition on an Avid.  But the foot-
age was transferred to 1080/24-frame progressive (1080p/
24) HD to take advantage of the speed and flexibility this
near-film resolution medium offers.

“HD opens up the latitudes of creativity tremendously,
at a reduced cost. You’re able to see different color tim-
ings, special opticals, and visual effects instantaneously in
the edit bay,” says Peter Ware, Vice President and Chief
Operating Officer for Stargate Digital, a full-service visual
effects and digital imaging company, in Pasadena, CA.

Contracted by HBO, Stargate brought APS into the
project because this cutting edge facility is one of a hand-
ful in the world capable of uncompressed, real-time “24P”
HD editorial. From November 2000 to February 2001,
APS/LA Senior Editor Walt McGinn was immersed in the
complexities of posting the HBO movie, including online
assembly (of over 1400 events), primary color correction
of 170,000 frames, and Dolby E audio encoding and
layback.

Director Clark Johnson shot Boycott using a “stylized
documentary within a feature film framework” to allow
the viewer to observe the events from different perspec-
tives and hear directly from the people who were involved.
According to Director of Photography David Hennings,

Boycott employed distinctly different styles including a con-
ventional feature film look; 1950’s black and white
newsreel-style footage; grainy stock footage typical of the
period, and a 1950’s “Kodachrome” home movie look.

APS CEO and Founder Conrad Denke says, “APS is

APS Posts HBO’s Boycott in 1080p/24 HD
by Claudia Kienzle

proud to have worked on such an important motion picture.
From assembly to color correction to Dolby E encoding,
HD didn’t let us down. In fact, it more than proved itself as
the best vehicle to accomplish something as complex as
Boycott conforming to the design of the creative team.” ◆

Iris Little-Thomas portrays Rosa Parks

HD
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I
n every human endeavor there is a boundary, be-
yond which few dare go. There on the far side of the
possible. Somewhere between dreams and destruc-
tion... reached by few and crossed only by The

Extremists.
Acknowledged in 1990 as the pioneer of extreme

sports television programming, Bennett Productions has
again raised the bar, eclipsing other extreme sports con-
tent creators by advancing its latest incarnation, The
Extremists in High Definition. This unprecedented series
was launched in early 2001 with the production of a half-
hour pilot show entirely shot in HDTV on the menacing
North Shore of Hawaii’s Maui. There Bennett captured
the world’s most courageous and defiant watermen: Tow-
in surfing pioneers Rush Randle and Dave Kalama, the
world’s preeminent windsurfers Jason Polakow and Robby
Naish, and radical kite surfer “Flash” Austin.

What follows is an interview I had with Casey Bennett,
the creator of The Extremists.

Rich:  How did you get the idea of doing the show in High
Definition?

Bennett:  After doing 88 half hours in standard format
over seven years, I was kind of burned out with the genre
(extreme sports). Two years ago, I began to see HDTV
emerging and inquired about it with a friend who ran a
facility in Las Vegas and had acquired some HD gear
(Chuck Haifley at Big Vision). The minute I saw examples
of the work in HD I was excited and re-energized. I ex-
perimented with Big Vision’s gear, shooting a heavyweight
championship fight in Las Vegas, motorcross, surfing, the
Hawaiian Tropic U.S. and International Beauty Pageants.  I
was addicted!  It seemed like such a perfect progression
to cover extreme sports in HighDef.

The Extremists in High Definition... Beyond the Boundary
by Paul Rich

Rich:  How did you shoot the first HD pilot show?

Bennett:  We used two Sony HD700 cameras, one had a
super-long Canon 86x1 lens.  We shot from the beaches
on the islands of Oahu and Maui, and also from a helicopter
(using special underwater gear for the camera).  Also, though
it wasn’t in HD, we utilized POV cameras from the masts of
the windsurf boards and kites on the kite sailing gear.

Rich:  What was your reaction to the finished product?

Bennett:  We were stunned by how beautiful the colors
shone through.  Also, the clarity of the Canon 86x1 long
lens from shore or the cliffs was astounding - approxi-

mately 600 feet away, believe it or not, and yet it looks like
they are performing immediately in front of us.  You, as
the viewer, feel like you are right there - within arm’s length
of the athletes as they smash down from 40 foot waves.

Rich:  What has been the reaction of others?

Bennett:  An example is that of NHK Network executives
from Japan. They, as you know, are more immersed in HD
than any country in the world, and know what they’re
talking about. They came to L.A., took a long look at our
earlier, experimental work and immediately said, “We’re
in.”  They are now our co-production partner. ◆

For information email: richint@earthlink.net

HD
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D
erek Grover was secured as Digital Vision En-
gineer along with Director of Photography,
Geary McLeod, on a groundbreaking MTV
musical, Hip Hopera: Carmen Brown, shot en-

tirely in 24P. This innovative hip-hop musical, a
contemporary, urban retelling of the classic opera Carmen,
was produced in conjunction with New Line Television
by Maggie Malina, vice president of original movies at
MTV. Michael Elliot and Loretha Jones executive produced
while Robert Townsend directed.

Briefly, the story of Carmen is set in modern day with
a policeman, Sgt. Derrick Hill (Mekhi Phifer) who is hav-
ing trouble with his superior Lt. Miller (Mos Def). Hill
discovers that Miller is a crooked cop. Introduced into the
middle of their conflict is the beautiful Carmen Brown
(Beyonce Knowles). She has an affair with Hill which even-
tually leads to her death. Hill then kills Miller, and both
murders are pinned on Hill.

When Panavision referred Derek Grover to the pro-
ducers, they were confident that he could and would “ride
herd” on the 24 frame HD cameras. Under the new IATSE
category for Local 600, Derek is now classified as a Digi-
tal Vision Engineer. He has the distinction of being the #1
cardholder in this new category of professionals. Derek
supervised the entire set up in Carmen’s multiple camera
environment: painting the cameras, matching the cam-
eras on set, syncing the timecode, and designing each
camera set-up for the thirty-day shoot schedule. Configur-
ing three cameras, Derek built one on a twenty-eight foot
Lenny-arm with a hot head, placed another in a perpetual
Steadicam mode and hard mounted the third. “A good
75% of this telefilm was shot with the Steadicam rig and
the new HDW-F900 with Panavision lenses,” said Derek.

Challenges are part of filmmaking on any set and

Derek readily revealed that they had their share. First the
gaffer had never worked with 24P. (Not unusual at this
stage of the 24P game.) He’d seen demos only. On the first
day of shooting Derek looked at his lighting package on
set. He had 20K’s and 10K’s a plenty. Derek took him aside
and said, “You know between you and me and the lamp-
post, you’re never gonna need this high of wattage. You’ll
see in about a week into this thing, you’ll be trading your
20K’s for 10K’s and so on down the line.” Derek found
that educating his crew was a large part of his challenge.
As the production days ticked by, the gaffer realized that
Derek was right. He learned that over-lighting can change
the 24P-film look into a flat video looking product. “It looks
like you’re shooting a soap opera over at General Hospi-
tal. But, if it’s lit properly, you’re pretty hard-pressed to
differentiate between that and either 16, super 16, or 35,”
recalled Derek. “We shot the bulk of our interior night
scenes at four to five foot-candles, which is absolutely
unheard of in the video world. But in doing it, we reduced
the depth of field down to a matter of inches. The editors
were hard pressed to tell the difference between what we
shot and film. We eliminated the opponents’ criticism that
HD cameras have such a large depth of field that every-
thing behind the foreground is in focus for a mile.”

One of the drawbacks Derek still sees with 24P is the
issue of its limited ability to image in a high-contrast envi-
ronment. “Imagine shooting an African-American man on
a beach at noon. The contrast achievement in film of, let’s
say not blowing out a blue sky and still seeing the Afri-
can-American’s face fully exposed, is easier to achieve
than with 24P. So, in those situations, you’ve got to bring
up the foreground’s subject, (man’s face,) by the use of
HMI’s and so on.”

Another challenge Derek encountered was educating

Derek Grover and Geary McLeod Break Ground with MTV’s 
by Laura Nielson
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 24P Hip Hopera: Carmen Brown

the sound department. A film crew standard is to master
the sound to DAT, send the film and DAT off to post
production, and sync the sound when it is digitized. The
producers on Carmen decided to do just that, but Derek
was shooting the 24P cameras at 23.98 and the Fostex
DAT recorder couldn’t generate that code. It would take
24 frame but not 23.98, so syncing the time code on the
camera and the DAT machine to eliminate any extra
syncing charges in post was a challenge. Derek said, “I
had the sound department feed me back audio on the
camera’s channel one as a scratch track, and I fed the
DAT output timecode onto channel two so that everything
was referenced to picture. On the sitcom I am now shooting
called That’s My Bush, for Comedy Central, we are actually
mastering the sound in the camera and doing a back-up
DAT with a DA-98 which will take 23.98 timecode.”

Ultimate Definitions Inc., Derek Grover’s company is
currently doing 90% of its business in 24P. Derek works
on the Academy Awards, Grammy Awards, and many
other multi-camera shoots. “My biggest challenge in our
company is training operators to be able to handle the
amount of requests that are coming in for our services.
I’ve hired guys who have years of experience in the TV
world, trained them in two months, and actually turned
productions over to them so that I can go off to another
project. It’s pretty interesting and it’s not just me. Panavision
currently has 49 cameras in their rental suite and as of
last week, all 49 were rented out.” ◆

Derek has been in the business for eighteen years emphasizing
multi-camera live productions. Ultimate Definitions Inc. specializes in
production management and technical management. To contact Derek
Grover or Ultimate Definitions Inc. call: 310-274-2023.
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A
s the industry’s leading provider of produc-
tion services and technology for large-format
and 3D films, Paradise FX has a substantial
roster of clients, and its equipment and exper-

tise have been utilized on many of the most profitable and
effective 3D films made during the last 10 years.  Among
the projects that the Company’s technology and services
have been utilized are the many 3D films running at the
Disney Parks, Terminator 2:3D at Universal, and Pirates 3D
and Haunts of the Olde Country for Busch.

Through its acquisition of Paradise, Cobalt Entertain-
ment Technology’s mission is to add its entertainment
industry experience, technology development acumen, and
sales expertise to build on Paradise’s existing business and
effectively market the Company’s production expertise,
services, and content to the growing 3D film industry.
Cobalt is also developing a slate of 3D films that will be
originated in digital 24P, and released in a variety of for-
mats, from 15 perf film to 35mm to DVD.

Despite the recent growth in the 3D film industry,
logistical and financial barriers have inhibited even greater
development of 3D films, and Cobalt/Paradise is now
poised to overcome these barriers.  Stemming from the
fact that large, unwieldy, noisy, and expensive specialized
film camera systems have been required to capture 3D
imagery, these barriers have made 3D entertainment a
riskier endeavor and investment than other kinds of film-
making.  A camera system built to overcome these barriers
could capitalize on the expanded opportunities for 3D pro-
duction and exhibition, and would stimulate even greater
growth of 3D entertainment.

Cobalt/Paradise has developed just such a system.
The Para-Cam is the only fully digital, silent, high-defini-
tion 3D camera platform in the industry.  The Para-Cam

System utilizes a matched pair of Sony 900 cameras, and
plans are underway to use the new Sony T950 cameras
as soon as the company takes delivery of its first set. The
Para-Cam also is the first 3D system ever to utilize a vari-
able focal length lens for in-shot zoom moves. Through
proprietary software controls, all functions are tied to a
single digital controller for creative freedom and ease of
use. These functions include zoom, stop, focus, interocular
distance and convergence settings.

The advantages of shooting with a High Definition
digital system are immense when compared with

3D HD in Paradise
by Steve Schklair

comparable film systems, especially a 65mm dual camera
3D system. These advantages are both creative and
financial and include; ease of use for more set-ups per
day, lightweight (60 lbs vs. 240 lbs.), longer running time
(50 minutes vs. 3 minutes), silent for sync sound recording,
and the ability for the director or DP to instantly view
shots or dailies, in either 2D or 3D.  All of these advantages
add up to substantial cost savings for a production, which
could range from 20% to 50% of the entire production
budget.

Shooting in High Definition, whether it be 24P, 30P, or

HD
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60i poses its own set of challenges, which are neither more
nor less daunting than shooting with comparable film sys-
tems. When releasing on 35mm film, the 24P system
already originates material indistinguishable from the iden-
tical shots originated on film. However, release in a large
format venue, especially the 15 perf Imax format, poses a
different set of challenges. To this end, Cobalt/Paradise is

actively involved in research and development of new
solutions to continually improve output for large format
theaters.  This R&D effort has enabled Cobalt/Paradise to
take the digital 3D medium to its current state, and will
assure that the Company continues to set the industry
benchmarks of the future. ◆

HD
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R
obbers, one of the first feature films to be shot
entirely on High Definition digital video by Zeal
Pictures, is in the final stages of post-production
as they complete the online process and color

correction at American Production Services Los Angeles.
In this mock-documentary a Director with a strong belief
in the cinema verité style of film making sets out to make
a real life story of the criminals that inhabit our society
today.  Through the website www.crimeshop.com our Di-
rector finds his subjects to film.  He selects six criminals
each with different backgrounds and their own special-
ized criminal behaviors.  As he sets out to film each of his
subjects committing their particular crimes, he can’t help
but learn to “respect” them and the lifestyle they choose to
live.

“It’s a comedy, but we want people to have an ele-
ment of doubt as to whether it’s real or not,” commented
producer Leon Melas. “That’s why High Definition worked
so well on this project. It has that “you are there” docu-
mentary feel that makes the whole thing look un-staged.
At the same time, it holds up on a cinematic level.” To

Robbers Completes Online
by Lisa Tanco

HD

create the feeling of reality, the film was shot primarily in 1080i/30,
although for some sequences requiring portability and unproblematic
positioning on moving vehicles, DV Cams were used.  Mr. Melas worked
closely with Plus 8 who rented the camera equipment for the shoot and
added support and advice throughout the production.  Zeal Pictures
offlined the film on an Avid and then turned to American Production
Services Los Angeles for the online conforming and color correction
along with up-converting the DV shots to HD to continue with the unique
quality and look of the film. ◆

For more information on Zeal Pictures and their projects, please visit their website
at www.zealpictures.com.
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F
eodor Pitcairn has been in love with the ocean
since his boyhood summers in Cape Cod. Today
he is a well-known underwater cinematographer
and naturalist and founder of Feodor Pitcairn Pro-

ductions, Ltd. Pitcairn’s lifelong passion for the underwater
world is fully expressed in his upcoming five-part series
for PBS-TV, Ocean Wilds.

A Full-Blown Passion for the Deep
by Laura Nielson

“Nearly a decade has gone into the making of the
series,” he says. Much of the remarkable underwater foot-
age was accomplished using a Sony HD700 camcorder -
the very first one that Sony shipped to North America.
Pitcairn used it, along with a remote “wet-head” unit, to
film orcas underwater, controlled topside from a blind in a
Pacific Northwest ecological sanctuary for the Realm of

the Killer Whales segment. Pitcairn also collaborated with
Pace Technologies in developing a polecam using HD Sony
DXC-H10, to film sperm whales from topside off the tropi-
cal Azores in Sperm Whale Oasis.

In the Azores, Pitcairn and his colleagues chartered a
refitted 80-foot fishing vessel to be their base while ob-
serving skittish whales far from the mainland. “On seeing
our first baby sperm whale, we were as entranced with
the whale as it was with us,” he notes. They also filmed
sperm whales at rest, hanging vertically motionless in the
water column, and additional unusual footage including
sperm whales mating, socializing and nursing.. “The adult
males are immense,” he says, “weighing up to 60 tons.”

Catching those rare moments required countless
hours of patience, retreat, trying again, waiting for weather
and currents and critters to converge favorably. “Nature
isn’t Hollywood,” he says, acknowledging the many un-
controllable variables.

Long an admirer of landscape photographers Ansel
Adams and Eliot Porter, Pitcairn understands that patience
and planning pay off, whether filming on land or at sea.
His goal is to make the experience as real and compelling
as possible for viewers.

Pitcairn found the use of 40 minute HDTV cassettes
underwater highly advantageous for those rare moments
when extraordinary events occur. This was a huge bonus,
since no filmmaker can know when, what or how long
the next remarkable underwater “take” will be. Pitcairn’s
scenes of whales rubbing their bellies on a pebbly beach
and manta rays mating in real-time slow motion took enor-
mous patience and plenty of filming time to go with it.

The selectable scene files of the Sony HD camcorders
help immensely to correct and compensate for the fade-
out of yellows, oranges and reds that normally occur with

HD
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increasing depth. “The final electronically filtered results
are the closest thing we have to being there”, Pitcairn
reports.

Pitcairn typically shoots at depths ranging between
30 and 80 feet, utilizing available light in order to realisti-
cally portray the marine environment, which also has the
benefit of not disturbing shy subjects with bright lights.

In many instances, there were no  “second chances”
to film creatures of the deep behaving spontaneously in
their natural habitats. This meant that Pitcairn and his team
had to go to each dive site fully loaded and ready to roll.
Pitcairn smiles as he recalls transporting the large arsenal
of underwater photographic equipment to the distant
Azores: 22 suitcases.

While Pitcairn is the chief videographer, he credits
his colleagues for being seasoned in all aspects of produc-
tion, including one member who writes original music to
accompany the stunning underwater encounters with sea
life. “For an endeavor of this magnitude and complexity,
it’s strictly teamwork,” Pitcairn underscores. ◆
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S
ony tech guru Jeff Cree came to A.C. Inc. recently
to showcase the latest in HD technology for the
Nashville production community. A.C. Inc. recently
moved into the HD world with the purchase of

two CineAltas from Sony.  “We see it as a logical exten-
sion of our film camera rental,” says business manager
Robert Costanza. At this stage of the game HD rentals are
being driven by film producers for a number of reasons:
extending the shelf life of their product, projects with a lot
of digital effects work, and budget, all factors in.”

One highlight of the seminar was the instruction in
how to use the electronic menus to manipulate the look of
the camera.

A couple of noteworthy projects have already been
lensed in HD by Nashville based production companies.
A documentary on psychics featuring the work of Edgar
Caycee was directed by Armanda Costanza who chose
cinematographer Lou Chanatry, a member of the Society
of Operating Cameramen, because of his familiarity with
both the film and video mediums. “The ability of HD to
handle a dynamically increased ratio of light to dark rela-
tive to other video products was paramount. While it still
blows out on the upper end quicker than film, I found if I
exposed for detail in the hots, the lower end went a long
way toward taking care of itself.”

Chanatry cautions other producers however not to

Sony and A.C. Inc. Team Up in Nashville
by Lucien Attry

think of HD as a panacea for budgetary challenged projects.
“It doesn’t look great all by itself. It still needs to be lit,
framed and composed properly. It takes an understanding
of how to work with light and make it work for you, com-
bined with internal electronic manipulation to get the best
results.”

The seminar also showcased the ability of the HD
CineAlta to accept lenses other than the standard video
zoom. On display with the camera was a series of primes
including the Arri swing tilts. ◆

To contact Lou Chanatry: Lccrbc@aol.com
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M
odern San Francisco can boast not only of
its physical beauty, but also of its history,
replete with swashbucklers, wealthy inves-
tors, prostitutes, thugs and hordes of for-

tune-seekers with Gold Rush fever.  In 1906, the worst
disaster to ever befall an American city hit San Francisco.
A powerful earthquake unleashed a devastating fire that
swept away most of the original buildings.  Although much
of that history seems to have been buried with the ruble
of the catastrophe, it is still possible to walk San Francisco’s
streets and glimpse the places where legends were born.

Sin, Fire & Gold! The Days of San Francisco’s Barbary
Coast was broadcast digitally in HDTV on Digital Televi-
sion 30, as well as in analog on Public Television 9, KQED.
The HDTV show celebrated the people, places and events
which shaped San Francisco over the years.  Host Greg
Sherwood served as tour guide. Historian Daniel Bacon
sifts through the present to uncover some of San Francisco’s
fascinating past.

Viewers join Sherwood and Bacon for a leisurely
walking tour of old San Francisco.  The tour points out
where Gold Rush ships still lie buried beneath the tower-
ing skyscrapers of the Financial District and where famed
performer Lotta Crabtree entertained audiences before she
moved on to a glittering career on Broadway.  The tour
also peeks inside some of the buildings along the way to
enjoy unique interior designs and significant architectural
elements, including the Old Mint, a spectacular national
landmark seldom seen by the general public. The mint
was the scene of a gallant effort by unsung heroes who
saved it from the raging fires of 1906.

The show’s accompanying Web site, www.kqed.org/
sinfireandgold, features many exciting elements, such as

Sin, Fire & Gold! The Days of San Francisco’s Barbary Coast
by Laura Nielson

streaming video of a trolley car ride down old Market
Street and period music from some of the more popular
performers of the day.

Sin, Fire & Gold! The Days of San Francisco’s Barbary
Coast was a local HD production of KQED San Francisco.

Bud Gundy produced, Hanna Lin, associate produced,
Emmy Award-winner Rick Butler directed, Norm Levy
served as editor, and Kurt Mendelsohn executive produced.
Funding was provided by the members of KQED. ◆

Historian Daniel Bacon and host Greg Sherwood guide viewers on a walking tour of old San Francisco.
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E
d Mellnick, President of EMA Video Productions
Inc. based in Portland Oregon, finished editing
an arresting HD program featuring the state of
Oregon in all its splendor. Oregon Public Broad-

casting, OPB, simulcast the premiere of EMA’s Oregon
Naturally on their HD and analog channels on March 8th
and will continue airing it frequently over the next year.
The home video version of this artistic piece will be avail-
able this summer.

Ed, a veteran filmmaker, first produced West Oregon
for the Discovery Channel as well as More Promised Land.
They were so well received that Ed decided to promote
an HD production featuring Oregon. He had observed the

Oregon Naturally
by Laura Nielson

tremendous success of McCartie Productions’ Over
Canada, KCTS’s Over Washington, and Over California, and
knew that he too could create a piece of his own high-
lighting his resident state of Oregon.

Ed spent two years shooting Oregon scenery. The
production is divided into four parts: Alpine gallery, Desert
High and Dry Murals, Marine gallery, and Ocean Water-
colors.

Writer Tom Manning depicts each HD portrait of Or-
egon. “The familiar rhythms of the Oregon Coast accentuate
the evening hues. The cry of the gull, the pull of the tides,
the crash of the surf all combine in a single vivid moment
of splendor.”

Ed’s tight budget dictated offlining his visual essay in
a non-linear editing suite. “The only danger was that when
we onlined in the HD suite at APS in Seattle, I’d see bugs
or people in the far distance of the scene that weren’t vis-
ible before.” Ed accomplished his masterpiece without even
a color monitor on the set. He credits the Sony HD700
with reliable consistency. He never had to worry that it
wasn’t going to satisfy his expectations. ◆

EMA sells HD stock footage of Oregon and can be readily ac-
cessed through their website: emavideo.com. VHS and DVD copies of
Naturally Oregon are also for sale.
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